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My secretary informs me that there are 94 homebuilder letters sitting on my desk waiting for answers. She also tells me that I'll be in the office for only 3 working days in November, and accumulating frequent flyer miles for the rest of the month. While I've actually been good about answering letters when I've had the time, you probably don't think so if your letter is one of those still sitting here! Please be patient. There are thousands of you and only one of me, and I'm pretty busy! WHERE WE ARE



Last month we finished the basic tail spreadsheet Using this, you can calculate two very important parameters for your homebuilts: the first is the amount of pitch stability you have; the second tells you how much elevator deflection it will take to trim your airplane. An unstable airplane will kill you as soon as it gets the chance, so it's important to design an airplane with adequate pitch stability. We saw that the further forward you put the center of gravity, the more stable your airplane becomes. The down side to this is that the more stable your airplane becomes, the more elevator deflection you will need to change its angle of attack. This means that the forward center of gravity limit depends upon how much elevator power your airplane has. You can easily make your airplane so nose-heavy that you cannot slow it to stalling speed even with full aft stick. Conversely, you can easily make your airplane so tail-heavy that it runs out of pitch stability, and even a tiny elevator deflection will cause large angle of attack changes. The tail spreadsheet gives you a percentage called the "static margin" in cell D154. As we saw before, a good value for this number is 5% at the aft center of gravity limit, or 10% at the center of gravity position which is most



typical for your airplane. This ensures that you will have a stable airplane which is pleasant to fly. The requirement for a 5%



static margin will determine where the aft center of gravity limit will be for your homebuilt. FLYING IN GROUND EFFECT



When you approach the runway for landing, your wing gets closer to the ground. A



by JOHN G. RONCZ, EAA 112811



15450 Hunting Ridge Tr. Granger, IN 46530-9093 long time ago we talked about how the air leaks around the wingtips, so that the high pressure air under the wing flows into the low pressure system on top of the wing. As your wing flies closer to the ground, this flow



of air from bottom to top becomes less, because the ground interrupts the pattern of air circulation around the wingtips. The physical equivalent of this is that the wing "thinks" that its span has suddenly increased. Therefore a wing which is 24 feet in span may behave in ground effect as though it had a 40 foot wingspan.



What does this mean? Well, a wider wing has more air available to throw at the ground,



and therefore doesn't need to throw it as hard in order to produce the same amount of lift. The angle of downwash over the tail is thereby reduced. This reduction in downwash over the tail has two effects. We'll dis-



cuss each one in depth. The first result from reducing the downwash is that the angle of attack at the tail is radically changed, becoming less negative. Since this is a conventional airplane, you raise the nose to land by pushing down on the tail. Less downwash over the tail means that you suddenly push down on the tail less hard. This will lower the nose, which is exactly the opposite of what you want. It means that you are going to have to get the missing negative lift back by pulling back on the stick more, which deflects the elevator trailing edge up. Deflecting the elevator will disturb the smooth flow of air over the horizontal tail. This disturbance promotes flow separation, or partial stalling of the tail. While small angles of elevator deflection won't cause problems, above 15 degrees of deflection you are pretty much guaranteed that the airflow has separated from the surface of the tail to some extent. This means that the elevator becomes less effective at higher angles of deflection. The tail spreadsheet doesn't know this, of course, and it will cheerfully tell you that you need 120 degrees of elevator deflection to trim your airplane under some circumstances! Your good old-fashioned



human brain is going to have to intervene in this case. My suggestion is that if your plane needs more than 20 degrees of elevator to trim, you should start biting your fingernails, because when you factor in the flow separation, it probably will take 30 degrees of deflection to get the lift that the spreadsheet calls for with 20 degrees For that reason 20 degrees is our limit for elevator travel. If you want more help with this, most of the books I've used as references in the past talk about this. Hoerner's Fluid Dynamic Lift has a whole chapter on control surfaces, and Theory of Wing Sections has a chapter showing wind tunnel test results on elevators of various sizes. Now we'll look at the second effect of reducing the downwash over the tail. You may recall that when we were looking at the stability of your airplane, we talked about the missing angle of attack at the tail due to wing downwash. Specifically, if you raise the angle of attack of the airplane by one degree,



the wing produces more downwash over the tail. The result is that the tail's angle of attack doesn't change by one degree, but by a smaller amount. This makes the tail seem smaller than it really is. To understand this,



imagine that the wing produces one-half degree of downwash over the tail for each degree angle of attack. Now if you increase the airplane's angle of attack by one degree, what would happen? Well, first the wing would respond to the full degree more angle of attack by cranking out extra lift, and in cranking out this extra lift would produce one-half degree more downwash over the tail. As far as the tail is concerned, the airplane's angle of attack did not go up by one degree, but only by half a degree. The other half disappeared in the extra wing downwash. So if the tail would have made 50 extra pounds of lift as its angle of attack increases by one degree, we'll only get 25 extra pounds of lift. This is the equivalent of saying that the tail's area has been cut in half. This is what I mean when I say that the tail seems smaller than it really is. In ground effect, the amount of downwash over the tail is reduced. Suddenly the tail wakes up and starts cranking out more lift. We already saw that more lift from the tail



will rotate the plane nose down, causing it to hit nosewheel first unless we pull back on SPORT AVIATION 37
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the stick some more. The other effect is that the tail effectively gets bigger, because the wing will produce less downwash for each degree angle of attack. A bigger tail moves the neutral point aft, as we saw last time. This makes the airplane more stable. More stability means that we will have to use more elevator to change the angle of attack of the airplane. While I'm willing to model these effects exactly, it would mean an enormous amount of work for you to type in a whole new section in the spreadsheet. After seeing what the effects were, I decided to model it simply using a suggestion in Perkins & Hage. They suggested "that all the effects can be approximated by assuming that the downwash at the tail with ground effect is just half that in free flight," Using this suggestion, only two lines need to be added to the spreadsheet. So that's what I did. COMPLETING THE SPREADSHEET



The spreadsheet as it exists only computes the elevator deflection required to trim your airplane at its "design lift coefficient". Back in April, you gave a spreadsheet some information about your airplane's weight, altitude and speed at which you wanted the fuselage to be level in pitch, rather than nose down or nose up. The lift coefficient reported in cell E9 of that spreadsheet became your design lift coefficient. The April spreadsheet then told you the incidence your wing needed to make that CL at the conditions you picked. At any other lift coefficient, such



as will happen with a different weight, al-



titude or speed, your fuselage will not be level, but will fly nose high or nose low as required. In order to be able to use the tail spreadsheet for things other than level cruise, we must account for the airplane's angle of attack. The spreadsheet now assumes that the airplane's angle of attack is zero. Since you don't climb, dive or land with a level fuselage, though, the wind comes at some angle to the horizontal tail. It is this angle that we must have before the spreadsheet will work at other flight conditions. The easiest way to compute this information is to add one more item you have to specify in the spreadsheet: the wing's lift coefficient when the fuselage is level, or in other words, when the airplane is at zero 38 DECEMBER 1990



degrees angle of attack. If you are checking your airplane at its design lift coefficient, then you've already specified this amount in cell D36. Given this information, the spreadsheet can compute the airplane's angle of attack, and take this into account when it computes the tail's lift coefficient and the amount of elevator it will take to trim your airplane. Unfortunately, the best way to do this is to make you retype some of what you did before. Fortunately, the formulas for this section are not killers and it won't take you too long to do this. You'll need to complete the tail spreadsheet at this time, before continuing. Copy the formulas from Figure 1 into your spreadsheet, erasing what was there before. Then copy the titles from Figure 2 into your spreadsheet. Finally, compare your spreadsheet to Figure 2. Lotus 1-2-3 users should change the = to a + in cells D171, D179, D180, D181, D182, D186 and D187. They should also change SQRT in cell D180 to (a SORT. Having done that, I'd now like to correct yet another error in it. The error is in cell E20. To fix it, change the formula there to = 2*D20/$D$28. Lotus 1-2-3 users don't need the leading =. This part of the spreadsheet is calculating the upwash on the fusealge for the piece of fuselage just ahead of the wing. The reason for this change is that the formula I used measures from the leading edge of the wing to the leading edge of the fuselage strip ahead of the wing. However, I told you to use the distance from the leading edge of the wing to the midpoint of the fuselage strip. Multiplying by two corrects this error, but changes every other calculation in the spreadsheet! I didn't want to mess with this until the spreadsheet was finished for this reason. To verify that this change works as it should, look at cell D154. Before, the stability margin was reported as 13.38%. It should now read 14.67%, because correcting the error makes the airplane more stable. FLYING OUR AIRPLANE IN THE COMPUTER



You have now typed in a set of tools which you can use to design a safe airplane. For the past several months you have been inundated with a lot of Greek, math, and theory.



You may well feel a bit intimidated by all this. However, just as you can use a computer without understanding all its innards, you can use these spreadsheets without completely understanding how it calculates the answers. You are responsible for entering the correct numbers into the spreadsheet in the first place. The samples I've given you, based on my own plane, explain how to get these numbers. Once you've got all the measurements off your drawings, and have entered them into the spreadsheet, you can have fun flying your airplane on the computer! What I'd like to show you now is how to do this. Basically, you need to make a list of the things you're going to have to know in order to use the tail spreadsheet. To help you identify the items which are going to be changed, we'll put ampersands (&) into column C to mark them. So go type an ampersand in each of the following cells: C36 (design lift coefficient) C37 (wing lift curve slope) C38 (dynamic pressure) C49 (airfoil pitching moment) C54 (fuselage station of the center of gravity) C55 (waterline of the center of gravity) C58 (wing drag coefficient) C73 (airplane speed) C79 (propeller thrust) C96 (true airspeed) C97 (horsepower) C108 (tail lift curve slope) C179 (wing lift coefficient with level fuselage) The purpose for entering the ampersands is that as you go down all the rows in the spreadsheet, you will have an & in front of each number that you need to change. This helps to find them all without missing any of them. Back in May, you entered a spreadsheet which calculates the center of gravity of your airplane. There was an error in the May issue which was corrected in June. Using this spreadsheet, you must find the center of gravity range for your airplane, and also the weight of the airplane at each center of gravity position you want to check. For example, anything I put into my plane moves the center of gravity rearward. I want to have Jeana Yeager (all 90 pounds of her) solo the airplane. Hopefully she'll like it so much that she won't come back until the plane is almost out of fuel. This is the condition at which my plane hits the forward center of gravity limit. I'll write down the fuselage station (FS) of this c of g location, and the weight at which it occurs. Next, using the May spreadsheet I'll figure out where the



center of gravity is with one person and half fuel, which I think will be the most typical flight condition for my plane. I'll write that FS, WL, and weight down, too. Last, I'll put two adults in front, two kids in back, and add enough fuel to bring the airplane up to its gross weight, and write down the c of g location and weight This will give me my aft c of g location. We're going to check our homebuilts at cruise speed and at landing speed. For the landing condition, we're going to check it in and out of ground effect. This means that you're going to have to get the airplane's lift coefficient and lift curve slopes for each condition you plan to test in the spreadsheet.



COLLECTING THE NUMBERS YOU NEED



Getting the numbers you need is a matter



of using several of the spreadsheets you've so patiently (or not so patiently) typed into



your computer. To get the cruise speed of



your airplane, you use the second spreadsheet (March 1990). There, you enter the engine power, altitude, and weight of your



plane, along with the drag information we talked about back then. For 70% of 180 horses at 7500 feet, using the drag values I used in March, my plane's speed is predicted at 214.6 miles per hour (186 knots). I take



that speed and altitude and enter them into



the third spreadsheet (April 1990). Next, I



enter the weights at which I want to check



the airplane, and write down the airplane's lift coefficient from cell E9 of the April spreadsheet. For all cruise cases, I only need to get the dynamic pressure (q) from cell B13, and



the wing's lift curve slope from cell E13. These two numbers won't change as long as



the speed doesn't change. Lastly, I change the wing area (B9), wing span (B10), and sweep (B11) to the tail's values. I write down



the tail's lift curve slope from cell E13, ignoring all the weird numbers elsewhere. If you are checking me step by step, the numbers I used for my wing were 98.12 square feet, 30.67 foot span, and -12 degrees of sweep. I mention this because my wing has changed since the numbers I published in April. By the way, whenever you change numbers in your spreadsheets, it's a



good idea to save it under another name. That way you never erase the original master



version. I find it easier to save the tail and wing values under different names, so that



both are always available without retyping



everything.



In order to check your plane at its stalling speed, it's better to calculate the speed based upon a fixed maximum lift coefficient,



because the stall speed will change a lot as



a function of the gross weight. To do this, you use the first spreadsheet (February's). There, you enter the altitude and weight into cells B5 and B7. Then you enter the wing area in cell B16 and the maximum lift coefficient into cell B17. The stall speed (in knots) will appear in cell E16. Since I made the other spreadsheets use miles per hour, you may wish to add two more entries to the February spreadsheet. First, in cell D17 enter the title: V(mph). Then, in cell E17, enter the formula: =E16 * 1.152. (Lotus 1-2-3 users



use +E16 instead of =E16.) You can al-



ways modify any of the spreadsheets to make them better! The next step is to enter the gross weights you plan to check, and write down the stall speeds corresponding to each weight. If you're checking me, I used sea level and 98.12 square feet of wing. I'm using a CLmax of 1.885 for my airplane. Going back to the April spreadsheet, I'll set up the airplane at



sea level using these speeds. Then I'll write down the dynamic pressure from cell B13 for each speed, and the wing lift curve slopes for each speed. Then I'll change to the tail area, span and sweep, and write down the



(D36), the wing lift curve slope to .09055 in D37, and the Dynamic Pressure to 94.02 in



D38. Looking for the next ampersand, I see



that the wing pitching moment is OK in D49.



The horizontal center of gravity in D54 changes to 99.38, and the vertical c of g in D55 changes to -6.58. The drag in D58 is



OK. The speed in D73 changes to 214.6. Thrust in D79 is all right. Speed in D96 changes to 214.6, and power in D97



changes to 126. Next, the tail lift curve slope



tail lift curve slopes for each speed. When



changes to .08367 in cell D108. Finally, I enter the design lift coefficient that I wrote down, .185, into cell D179. That's everything!



USING THE TAIL SPREADSHEET



is just enormous. That corresponds to a dCMcg/dCL of -.3865, which means this



I'm done, I'll have a chart like that in Figure 3.



First thing I do is to make a copy of my



spreadsheet, giving it another name. That



way when I mess up something I'll still have the original. The object of our game is to go through the spreadsheet, changing everything that needs it. We're going to start by updating some of the numbers on the spreadsheet, so that it



corresponds to my current configuration. Change the following by entering the new



values into the specified cell locations:



D31 58.838 wing root chord (inches) D33 97.41 wing area (square feet) To make it better, enter the following formula into cell D35: = D110-D56. Lotus users



use + instead of =. Cell D110 didn't exist



when we first used cell D35! D49 .0120 pitching moments of wing D56 106.893 FS of aerodynamic center of wing D109 21.57 tail area (square feet) D110 257.653 FS of aerodynamic center of tail D151 96.000 FS at leading edge of MAC D175 1.30 incidence of horizontal tail I've put off making these changes because they would have changed the answers in the



sample spreadsheets, and confused you. We need them now or the cases we're going



to look at won't make sense. You can find the other cells that you need



to change easily now, since you put an ampersand in the preceding column. I want to



check the Jeana Yeager case with no fuel,



as shown in Figure 3. The first thing I do is to write down the design lift coefficient which



I entered in cell D36, at which my fuselage will be level. I'll need that later. Next, I
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Looking at the stability in D154, I see that we've got a static margin of 38.65%, which



airplane is going to take a lot of elevator to change its angle of attack! Cell D182 tells me that I'll need -.09 degrees of elevator to



trim the airplane. That's nothing! Cell D179



tells me that the airplane will be trimmed .43 degrees nose low under this light weight condition, which also seems fine. Now I want to look at the aftmost center of gravity position. The chart shows that this will happen with 370 pounds in the front



seats, 240 pounds in the rear seats, and 40 gallons of fuel. This is the case I'll look at next.



The only things which need changing are the airplane lift coefficient in D36, and the center of gravity locations in D54 and D55. The first is .202, the second is 110.82, and



the third is -7.29. Since the airplane is at a constant cruise speed, nothing else changes. The static margin (D154) is now 7.41 percent, which means the aircraft is still stable, and more than the 5% which was our target. The airplane would trim with .90 degrees of elevator. Since this is a positive number, it



means the elevator would be deflected trail-



ing edge down. What this exercise tells us



is that less than one degree of elevator deflection allowed us to move the center of gravity by 11.44 inches. Not bad! LET'S LAND THE AIRPLANE



Now we'll put the flaps down and slow to stall speed. To do this requires several



changes to the spreadsheet. We'll start with the forward c of g case. The lift coefficient changes to 1.885, the wing lift curve slope



D 1.905 DEGREES



E



2.163 DEGREES 0.350 0.185



177 WING CL WITH LEVEL FUSELAGE:



178 179 AIRPLANE ANGLE OF ATTACK:



180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187



change the Design Lift Coefficient to .146



0.00 DEGREES 0.054 CL PER DEGREE ELEVATOR DEFLECTION 0.103 -0.40 DEGREES



TAIL CL PER DEGREE ELEVATOR DEFLECTION: TAIL CL AT THE SELECTED INCIDENCE ANGLE: ELEVATOR DEFLECTION REQUIRED TO TRIM:



•"* GROUND EFFECT *"* TAIL CL IN GROUND EFFECT:



ELEVATOR DEFLECTION REQ'D TO TRIM IN GROUND EFFECT:



0.142 -1 .1 1 DEGREES
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to .08775, and Ihe dynamic pressure falls to 7.28 pounds per square foot. The next item is wing pitching moments in D49. This



means that we have to estimate the wing's pitching moments with flaps down. This



airplane uses a slotted flap. Looking at page 214 in Theory of Wing Sections, I see that the section pitching moment coefficient for a



30 degree flap deflection at a lift coefficient of 2.0 is about -.35. We can't use this number by itself because the whole wing doesn't have flaps, just part of it does. On my plane about 56.15 square feet of my wing is flapped, and the remaining 41.26 square feet isn't. If we multiply 56.15 by -.35 we get -19.6525, and if we multiply 41.26 by the original wing pitching moment coefficient of .0120 we get .49512. Adding -19.6525 and .49512



we get -19.15738. Dividing by the wing



area of 97.41 gives us our average pitching moment of -.19667. We enter this number into cell D49.



We change the center of gravity location



to FS 99.38 and WL -6.58. Next we need to



estimate the drag of our wing. The wing drag coefficient will be higher due to the flap deflection. Looking at the same page in Theory of Wing Sections, we find that at a CL of 2.0, the section drag for a 30 degree deflection is about .0520, or five hundred twenty drag counts. Using the same principle we used before, we get 56.15 x .0520 = 2.9198, and 41.26 x .0055 = .22693. Adding 2.9198 to



.22693 gives 3.14673, and dividing by total wing area of 97.41 gives us the average wing drag coefficient of .0323. We enter this number into cell D58. Next we change the speed to 53.35 mph



in D73. Now we do something dangerous. We are going to erase a formula in the spreadsheet by typing a number in its cell. This means the spreadsheet is ruined forever unless you copy down the formula and re-enter it later. In cell D79. enter zero for propeller thrust. The reason for this desecration is that, as I told you before, there is a problem with the way the equations were formulated, which prevents you from getting



a correct answer at low speeds. We've decided that the best way around this is to set



the thrust to zero under these conditions. Next change the speed to 53.35 mph in D96. Change the horsepower to zero in D97, also to avoid the low speed gremlins. Next, change the tail lift curve slope to .08128 in D108. The last cell to change is D179, which is the lift coefficient of the wing when the airplane has zero degrees angle of attack. When you put the flaps down, the wing will make extra lift on that part of the wing which is flapped. This will change its lift coefficient. 40 DECEMBER 1990



We will use the same principle we used before, and divide the wing into flapped and unflapped sections. The unflapped portion will have the same lift coefficient it had before. We need to decide what the lift coefficient will be for the flapped part of the wing. Again turning to page 214 in Theory of Wing Sections, I see that Figure 119 there



contains, towards the bottom, a graph of angle of attack plotted against the lift coefficient. Just what the doctor ordered! My plane's design lift coefficient was. 185. Looking at the symbol denoting zero elevator deflection, I see that I get that amount of lift at zero degrees angle of attack. Now I follow along the zero degrees angle of attack line to the left until I run into the symbols for 30



degrees of flap deflection, which are the little diamonds. It looks like I'd get a lift coefficient of about 1.5 at zero degrees angle of attack for this airfoil and flap. I'll use that number.



My wing has 56.15 square feet flapped, and the remaining 41.26 square feet isn't. I multiply 56.15 by 1.5, getting 84.225. Then I multiply the remaining 41.26 square feet by



the original design lift coefficient (which I wrote down already) of .185, getting 7.6331. Adding these answers together I get 91.8581. Then I divide that by the total wing



location. Since you've already set up the spreadsheet for a landing case, only the speed, dynamic pressure and center of gravity locations need to be changed. Enter



10.07 in D38, 110.82 in D54, -7.29 in D55 and 62.74 in D73 and D96. Note that I'm not changing the lift curve slopes of the wing or tail, since these values didn't change enough to mess with them. The static margin is given as 7.98% in



D154, which is quite good. The elevator required to stall the airplane at altitude is + 3.43 degrees, and in ground effect it reduces to -3.80 degrees. Both these numbers and the good static margin tell me that my



plane will be OK under these conditions. The last case we'll look at is the zero power approach case at aft c of g. The approach speed is considered to be 1.3 times the stall speed. Taking 1.3 times 62.74, we get 81.56 mph for the approach at this weight. Since we're already set up at aft c of g, we'll change the CL to 1.114 (D36), the



wing lift curve slope to .08798 (D37), the dynamic pressure to 17.01 (D38), the speed to 81.56 mph (D73 and D96), and the tail lift curve slope to .08197 (D108). After you do



this, you'll see that the elevator required to



trim at altitude is 5.39 degrees. This shows



area of 97.41 square feet, and I get .943. that we need to check the airplane at higher speeds up to the maximum full flap down This is the average lift coefficient of my wing when the flaps are put down 30 degrees and speed as well. The reason is that we need the airplane is at zero degrees angle of atto find the maximum trailing edge down tack. I enter .943 into cell D179. For your elevator position to make sure we have enough tail power. airplane you may have flaps that are different than these. If you do not have access to wind It may surprise you to see so much positive (trailing edge down) elevator required to tunnel tests on your airfoil with the right kind of flaps, you can select numbers from other trim the airplane out of ground effect for the last case. The reason for this is that the tail books for flaps which do look like yours. needs to make a positive lift coefficient of Looking at the results I see that the static margin remains extremely high at 36.95%, and the elevator required to stall the airplane



at altitude is -11.68 degrees trailing edge up, as reported in cell D182. Now look at cell D187, and you can see that the elevator will



be at -18.92 degrees in ground effect. In other words, it's taking 7.24 degrees more elevator to trim in ground effect. This is a result of the reduction in downwash over the



tail, as we discussed earlier. In practice it means that you'd have to pull further back



on the stick as you entered ground effect. The -18.92 degrees required meets the requirement of a maximum -20 degrees which I set as a limit. If you want to find the forward center of gravity limit for your airplane, you'd keep moving the center of gravity forward in cell D54 until the spreadsheet shows that you need -20 degrees of elevator, or some smaller number if you want a safety margin. I like safety margins a whole lot! Now let's look at our aft center of gravity



.097 in order to trim the airplane (cell D170).



The airplane is at 1.94 degrees angle of attack (D179), but the wing is making 5.57 degrees of downwash (cell D41). All that downwash wipes out not only the airplane's angle of attack at the tail, but the tail incidence as well! Therefore, the tail ends up with a negative lift coefficient of -.191 (cell D181). In order to get positive lift on the tail, we need



to put its flap (the elevator) down by about



5.4 degrees. This explains why, when you drop the flaps on most airplanes, you have to crank in lots of nose-down trim, which moves the elevator trailing edge down. Many more cases need to be run, and graphs drawn of the elevator positions required to trim, before this design can be frozen. You could play with the tail incidence angle you selected in cell D175, and see how that changes the elevator deflections you need. In this way you can make your airplane (Continued on Page 98)



changing map scales. EMNAV is totally port-



EAA member Stan Tonkin, 9 South 114 Aero Drive, Naperville, IL 60564 earned an aviation mechanics license before World War II and was an Air Force flight engineer on B-17s and B-24s during the war. Still active in general aviation today, his career spans most of the history of private ownership of aircraft and personal flying. Recently, he and several other veteran aviation friends, Bill Hlavacek, Shorty Lake and Al Zummallen, got together and began reminiscing about the Chicago airports they once flew from, but are now closed. As the names kept accumulating, Stan decided to make Ackers American Arlington Hgts. Ashburn Aurora



Chicago Hgts. Chicagoland Cook County #1 Curtiss Reynolds Dixie or Rubinkarn



Eigin Elmhurst West Elmhurst East Gear Harlem Heath Hindsdale Howell Lombard Maywood (mall)



a list... and to their surprise, the number eventually reached 40. 40 airports just in the Chicago environs that no longer exist! To visually dramatize the loss. Stan made the map you see him holding in the photo. The red dots represent the now defunct airports. Sadly, a similar map could be made of every large population center in the country. It is an indication of just how vulnerable small airports are . . . and why we need to fight to the bitter end to save those we still have. For those of you who live or have lived in the Chicago area, here is Stan's list of closed airports. Can you add to it? Mitchell Norton Grove Northwest



Park Ridge Plainfield Prosper! Ravenswood Sandell Sky Harbor Sky Haven



Snyder Stinson Stone Park Tri Angle



Washington Park Westchester Wilson Wooddale Yackey Wings or Headtler



able, including the Loran/GPS unit, if desired. The basic system consisting of the computer, connecting cable, software, 10 selected maps and manual is $895.00. You provide the Loran/GPS unit. For more information contact Eagle Air Services, 406-A East First Street, Suite 400, Long Beach, CA 90802, phone: 213/541-3005. • Air Amp, which was unveiled at EAA Oshkosh '90, is a battery operated music amplifier that links your portable tape or CD player with your aircraft intercom. The price is $79.95 . . . from Air Amp, Inc., 3000 Park Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06604, phone: 203/ 367-3748. Call to ask about compatibility with your intercom. • The National Aeronautic Association (NAA) and the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) have certified a new U. S. national and world straight-line distance record for hang gliders. Last July Larry Tudor of Santa Ana, CA soared his hang glider a record 303.35 miles, but even more amazingly, he did so after declaring a goal of Elkhart, KS before launching from Hobbs, NM . . . and made it good 8 hours and 48 minutes later. His average speed was just under 35 mph. Even in the most sophisticated of sailplanes, straight-line distance records are usually to wherever meteorological conditions allow the pilot and his glider to go. • The Kalamazoo Aviation History Museum had an official unveiling of its latest aircraft restoration on November 9th ... a B-25J Mitchell. The 28th aircraft in the museum's collection, this particular B-25 was used in combat in the South Pacific during World War II. The unveiling coincided with the 50th anniversary of the first flight of a B-25. A number of the Kalamazo Museum's aircraft have been judged Grand Champion Warbirds at Oshkosh, so we can expect the B-25 to be a superb restoration. • Aero Specialty, formerly of Brownsville, CA, has moved to larger facilities on the Oroville, CA Municipal Airport. The new address is: Aero Specialty, 129 Chuck Yeager Way, Oroville, CA 95965, phone 916/5320919. Aero Specialty builds exhaust systems, engine mounts and fuel tanks.



JOHN RONCZ . . .
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do what you want it to do. Hopefully these examples have made you feel more confident about using the tail spreadsheet. MASSAGING YOUR DESIGN



UNDERSTANDING THE AIRPLANES



If you like airplanes enough to want to understand how they work, the spreadsheets give you a great learning tool as well. Pick one parameter, such as pitching moment



The airplane as set up in the sample



coefficient, drag, etc., and change it. See



the limited cases we've studied, the elevator deflections and stability are reasonable so



what happens. Keep playing with that one thing until you can nearly predict what will happen when you make the next change. Then go pick something else to change. In



spreadsheet is pretty good. As we saw from



far. I want to play with the tail incidence to see the tradeoffs involved. I may also try making the elevator a little bigger to see what happens. If you model your airplane, and are not happy with the answers you get, the spreadsheet gives you a fast way to move the wing around, change its areas or the tail area, and evaluate the effects of your changes. This makes it a useful design tool, since it is easier to enter a new number in the computer than to saw the wings or tail off your finished homebuilt!__________ 98 DECEMBER 1990



this way you will acquire a gut feel for how



airplanes work. This is how I taught myself aerodynamics, though we didn't have spreadsheets back then, so it was more work. After all this, you probably have figured out how spreadsheets work, if you didn't already know this before. Go ahead and write some on your own, using equations published in books. It really is a great way to learn.



NEXT TIME



The spreadsheets are finished! Next time I want to talk about canards and three surface airplanes. I'll also answer some good questions that I've been asked. REFERENCES



Fluid Dynamic Lift, Hoerner, Sighard F. and Borst, Henry V., published by Mrs. Liselotte A. Hoerner, Hoerner Fluid



Dynamics, 7528 Staunton Place NW, Al-



buquerque, NM 87120.



Theory of Wing Sections, Abbott, Ira H.



and Von Doenhoff, Albert E., available from EAA Headquarters for $10.95 plus $2.40 shipping. Call 800/843-3612 or in Wisconsin 800/236-4800 for your copy.



Airplane Performance, Stability, and



Control, Perkins, Courtland D. and Hage, Robert E., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1949.
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